LOWER SCHOOL NEWS

Life in the Fast Lane
Two brothers from the Lower School have been turning heads
in the world of kart racing.
BY VIC CRISTIANO ’05
Iona Prep Lower School Students, Michael d’Orlando ‘20 and Nicholas

Florida Winter Tour Tag Cadet

d’Orlando ’21 have been burning rubber and collecting trophies as

Champion. Michael was also

members of d’Orlando Racing, a New York based kart racing team for

named January Driver of the

the past six years. With the passion to put the pedal to the metal in
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their blood the d’Orlando boys quickly got in the seat of a racing kart

for his racing achievements.

and were on the track in a matter of no time.

Just like his older brother,

“Michael has been dreaming of being a race car driver his entire

Nicholas’ karting career began

life,” his mom, Sherri, explained. “I don’t remember a time, even as

in 2008. Racing alongside

a toddler, that he wasn’t focused on car racing on the TV or while he

Michael, at the age of five,

was playing.” She added, “He’s never wanted to be anything else and

he managed to score a trio

Nicholas seemed to follow suit after they had some success early in

of podium results that made

their careers.”

many spectators and other
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Michael has collected countless wins, podium finishes, and top-ten

racers take notice. In 2013, he continued to impress on the track

results since he has begun his career, and holds various track records.

scoring a breakout podium result at the 2013 United States Rotax Max

He is quickly becoming one of North America’s top young karting

Grand Nationals to earn Micro Max Vice-Championship status. Nich-

1. Michael d’Orlando

talents, and has the skills, focus and dedication needed to compete

olas’ 2014 season is off to a great start as he took third place in the

’20 is all smiles after

and win. In 2013, Michael won the National Championship in the Rotax

Florida Winter Tour Tag championship.

winning the Class

Minimax class and his 2014 season is off to a hot start as well. So far, he

As the racing season continues the d’Orlando brothers will be

Championship.

has earned another championship title, this time on the international

competing in some of the largest and most prestigious national and

2. Michael hugs the

level, in one of the world’s largest series and was crowned the 2014

international competitions known. In July the brothers will race in the

turn as he races for

United States Rotax Grand Nationals in Toole, Utah. The following

the win.

month Michael and Nicholas will travel to Modesto, California to put

3. Nicholas d’Orlando

their skills to the test at the SuperKarts! USA Summer Nationals.
You can stay up to date and follow the d’Orlando brothers’

’21 leads the pack
during his race.

seasons by visiting their website www.dorlandoracing.com, you can

4. Nicholas is following

follow them on Twitter @dorlandoracing or on Facebook at Michael

in his brother’s

d’Orlando Racing

footsteps and making

and Nicholas d’Orlando Racing. Way

a name for himself
as a racer.
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to go guys!
4

MORE THAN A SPORT
As aspiring professional race car drivers, karting teaches
the d‘Orlando’s all of the fundamentals needed to
succeed: race–craft, emotional control, team dynamics,
safe driving, situational awareness, money management,
and communication skills. All of these traits are seeded,
nurtured, and learned in karting and can eventually be
3
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translated into the boys’ math and physics classes as well
as the real world.
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